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     "You see,” began Alex, “in a place, in a time, there was a society of 

dwarves, little people like you and me. Well, not like you but dwarves like 

me.  They lived happy lives without anything ever happening unexpectedly or 

out of place.  A comfortable world—“ 

     “Wait, wait…wait a moment," interrupted the Tooth Fairy at a stoned 

pace. "Where does this story come from?”  

     "It matters not.  The story stands alone.  It doesn't require a specific 

place of origin." 

     "Good enough," belted out the Tooth Fairy through a sloshy slur.   

     "As I was saying; it was a comfortable place where dwarves reined as 

kings and queens because that's all there were, little people.  Then one night, 

under a blue moon was born a child, a child like none other born before him.  

Without being given a chance for a normal name like Titus Tweedle, or 

Stephan Salazar, this child, due to his unique anatomy was named Long 

Legs." 



     The Tooth Fairy was about to speak but Alex, with anticipatory reflexes 

continued vehemently.  "And yes, that was his first and last name, Long…

Legs.  And yes, he was called that because he had long legs, very long legs.  

He was born properly, meaning head first, followed by a nonexistent neck 

and a normal torso, for a newborn that is, and then came the legs, and the 

legs, and…well they kept coming and coming.  The legs were so long that the 

mother ran out of birthing juice!” 

     "Amazing," said the Tooth Fairy truly astonished. 

     "Long was born with long legs and that alone was viewed as wicked.  It 

was an abomination.  It was a kernel of brown popcorn shell, festering with 

unabated annoyance under the proverbial dwarves gums and their tradition of 

existence, a very small existence I believe.” 

     “Hum, I guess that was kind of Funny.” 

     “The great council of the wisest minds gathered together to discuss the 

newly born inflammation in their town.  ‘What to do with the poor creature 

known as Long Legs?’ they asked." 

     The Tooth Fairy continued to listen while sucking on her teeth as well as  

fondling them with her fingers and tongue. 

     "The council members," continued Alex "after much discussion decided 



not to kill the infant child.  They all patted themselves on the back for their 

kindness and considerable compassion for life.  They were however, far from 

exhausted in utilizing their immense intellect.  They knew something must be 

done with the unfortunate child born with such a horrible, defective, festering 

disease.  They realized that the child would never be able to view life in its…

purest, most natural, very best form.  That being with eyes no higher than 

three feet off the ground.  Long Legs was cursed, forced to view everything from 

a lesser vantage point, a different vantage point than them, thus eliminating 

any chance for the poor boy to gain the proper outlook on life.  There was also 

the matter of the boy growing up into a man. And what do young men like to 

do?” 

     The Tooth Fairy shrugged, “I dun know.”  

     “They like to plant their seed in girls.  Now this simply…couldn’t…

possibly…be allowed to happen.  It was bad enough one life had been vexed 

with those ill-portioned legs but to allow it to spread was inhumane.  It was 

inconceivable.  ‘It must not be allowed to happen’ said the wisest of the wise, 

wise council!" 

     "Oh my goodness, don't tell me.” 

     "But I must," said Alex through his stalactited smile. 



     "Who elected these people to office?" asked the Tooth Fairy pushing 

herself up from her slouched posture just enough to slide back down again. 

     “Why, the same people who elect all great leaders to office.  The easily 

swayed, tremendously influenced, horrifyingly programable masses marching 

around with pride and a genetic tendency for tribal superiority.  In other 

words, everybody.  Now then, may I continue?" 

     “Yes, please do," said the fairy in her politest voice. 

     "So with societies mightiest minds, their most undeniably intellectual 

thought processes, so logical and sharp that to think they were anything but the 

greatest having had existed in the history of dwarf kind was ludicrous—” 

     “I get it already,” said the Tooth Fairy. 

     “And let’s not forget, their correct ways of thinking,,” continued Alex 

without missing a beat, “the council decided to castrate Long Legs." 

     "So they castrated a little boy!” 

     "Not exactly, at least that's not the way I heard the story," said Alex 

reflectively. 

     “So what happened?” said the Tooth Fairy in an exhausted tone. 

     “Well, the castration was put off until the boy was about to start 

puberty.  They put a great stake in the middle of town for all to witness “the 



saving,”” he said this with air quotations, “the salvation from the cursed 

semen threatening to boil up in the boys loins.  They tied his hands behind his 

back then tied him to the stake so his feet were not touching the ground.  They 

lit torches and planted them below him, not to burn him but to light things up 

for the show.  They disrobed him and—" 

     “And, all the ladies jaws dropped to the floor," giggled the Tooth Fairy. 

     “Yes,” laughed Alex, “I imagine their jaws did come unhinged.” 

     “There must have been mothers covering their daughters eyes and fathers 

feeling smaller than usual,” said the Tooth Fairy. 

     “And scientists scrambling for a jar to preserve the specimen.” 

     They laughed for a bit sharing scenarios, then Alex proceeded. 

     “So there the boy hung.  The elected takers of the testicles took them right 

off.  Then, as an added bonus, they sawed off his legs halfway between the 

knee and hip and gave him a new pair of shoes. The End." 

     "What!  Why did they saw his legs off?" 

     "So he could see the world from the correct perspective, their perspective; 

The right, the just, the dignified, the true perspective!"  

     "Why did you tell me that awful story?" asked the Tooth Fairy, "I'm 

trying to enjoy my teeth here." 



     "Don't you see?  Long Legs wasn't a freak or diseased, he was simply 

different.  He was different from the mob’s truth, different from society’s 

accepted commonality.  When that happens eyebrows are lifted and all to 

often action is taken.  Too many people wake up in the mornings and ask 

themselves, how can I be offended today? Then they march and complain 

shouting out proclamations on how someone should correct the problem!  

Remedy the evil for the good of the whole!  That's what they say." 

     "I still don't get what you're trying to say here," said the Tooth Fairy. 

     "You asked why we must do the things we do, me as a dwarf vampire 

and you as the collector of teeth.  We must do them because that's who we are.  

We don't have any choice.  I don't mind doing what I do and behaving in my 

undignified murderous ways.  You on the other hand my sweet little fairy 

friend, do.  I have a tiny bit of advice for you.” 

     "What is it?" 

     "Don't try to be anything but who you are.  There is only one Tooth 

Fairy in all the worlds, you might as well show everyone who you really 

are instead of beating yourself up about it and wishing you could conform.” 
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